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Haere Mai

Welcome to this stakeholder update:

• It is great to have you join us this evening

• Please turn your microphones off

• Put your questions or raise your hand in the chat function and we'll address them in stages

• And remember to please be kind and respectful :)



Purpose and agenda

Purpose 
• Brief you on Let’s Get Wellington Moving’s progress on our transformational programme and the upcoming 

public engagement in November

Introductions
• Who will you hear from today

Agenda
Our transformational programme

▪ Journey to date – including how the programme has changed since the Indicative Package was 
announced

▪ Expert speaker – Keith Hall

▪ Preparing for the November public engagement



Reminder: where we’re going

A great harbour city, 

accessible to all, with attractive 

places, shared streets and 

efficient local and regional 

journeys

To realise our vision we need to 

move more people with fewer 

vehicles

OUR VISION

Established 2018

Enhances urban amenity and enables 

urban development outcomes

Provides more efficient and reliable 

access for users

Reduces carbon emissions and 

increases mode shift by reducing 

reliance on private vehicles

Is adaptable to disruption 

and future uncertainty

A transport system that…
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OUR OBJECTIVES

Improves safety for all users

Weightings



Why change is needed

BUT CHANGE IS NEEDED IF WE DON’T ACT

• 50,000-80,000 more people expected 

over 30 years

• Roads, buses and trains are 

approaching capacity

• Climate emergency and growing 

transport emissions

• Transport is vulnerable to crashes 

and breakdowns, storms, 

earthquakes, climate change impacts

• Safety issues – especially for walking 

and cycling

• Central city economic activity a key 

issue

• Expensive housing and not enough of 

it, forcing people to live further out

• Wellington won’t be able to 

accommodate projected 

population growth

• Declining performance for all 

transport users

• Transport emissions remain 

stubbornly high – failure to meet 

city and region climate targets

• Wellington becomes increasingly 

fragmented and sprawled

• Our compact buzzing CBD 

becomes a memory, central city 

business activity struggles

• Housing affordability gets worse

• Talent goes elsewhere

WELLINGTON IS A GREAT 

PLACE TO LIVE WORK 

AND PLAY

• Harbour and hills

• Compact walkable city 

• Region to explore

• Innovative businesses, 

jobs, education 

opportunities

• Highest public transport 

uptake, desire for cycling

• One of the world’s most 

liveable cities

• Attracting more people to 

live here



Recap: the journey to date

2018

Recommended 

Programme of 

investment to get 

Wellington moving

2019

$6.4 billion 

Indicative Package 

announced by 

Minister, Mayor and 

GW Chair

2019/2020

Early delivery 

programme and 

investigation of 

longer-term 

programme begin

2015

Basin bridge

project rejected 

2016/17

Programme 

business case 

assessment

PBC

Input from over 

10,000 

Wellingtonians

Supported by 

Cabinet and our 

partners, subject to 

business case 

investigation



Our plan – a large and complex programme

3-YEAR PROGRAMME

Early improvements to start 

moving more people with fewer 

vehicles, and improve travel 

options ahead of larger 

construction projects to come.

• Safer speeds in the central city

• Central City pedestrian 

improvements

• Golden Mile transformation

• Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road 

improvements

• Cobham Drive crossing and 

SH1 safer speeds east of Mt 

Victoria

CITY STREETS

Improvements to bus reliability, 

and for people walking and on 

bikes, providing options for 

people to get around without 

relying on their car, and 

improving travel options to 

support construction of the 

transformational programme.

• Key routes between the 

suburbs and central city

• 10-12 year programme of 

works

• Targeted improvements 

included in 3-year programme

TRANSFORMATIONAL

PROGRAMME

Larger programme elements 

that will help shape future 

growth, and transform our city, 

substantially change how we 

get around, and move more 

people with fewer vehicles.

• Mass Rapid Transit (MRT)

• Basin Reserve and              

Mt Victoria Tunnel (Strategic 

Highway Improvements, SHI)

• Travel Demand 

Management (TDM)

+ INTEGRATION with partner projects



Influences since Indicative Package announced

Regional Land 
Transport and 

Public 
Transport Plans 

Headline targets

COVID-19 

Impacts on travel 
behaviour, central 
city businesses, 
partner funding 

pressures

LGWM Health 
Check

Governance, people and 
systems improvements

NATIONAL

National Policy 
Statement on 

Urban 
Development

Transit-oriented 
development and 

intensification

Climate 
change 
focus 

Climate emergency 

Emissions reduction 
targets

Government 
Policy 

Statement on 
Land Transport 

Mode shift 
aspirations

Objectives 
weighted by the 

partners

More emphasis on mode 
shift and climate change

LOCAL/REGIONAL

PROGRAMME

Mana Whenua 
partnership

Focus on values

Spatial plan 
changes

Resilience issues in 
the east

South of city is the 
growth focus

Three waters 

Infrastructure 
challenges

Housing 
shortage

Serious affordability 
challenges

Congestion 
pricing inquiry

Report released and 
Select Committee 

recommends 
legislation for cities



BUSINESS CASE 
INVESTIGATIONS



Rail upgrade dependent
Benefits for those who live in the 

north are heavily dependent on 

concurrent rail upgrades

Business case findings and our evolving approach

Business cases investigation of Mass 

Transit, Strategic Highway 

improvements, Travel Demand 

Management and city wide walking, 

cycling and bus priority improvements 

Pricing
Some form of pricing would help 

maximise emissions reduction

State highway projects must 

enable mode shift
Basin and Mt Vic changes should 

support MRT, walking and cycling,        

and improved regional connections

Growth
North and South of the city 

is stronger than previously assumed

Urban development focus            
Programme must evolve to             

include housing/urban development 

KEY FINDINGS

INDICATIVE BUSINESS CASES

Opportunity to reshape some 

packages for better outcomes 
including Mass Rapid Transit and Strategic 

Highway Improvements

Better understanding of 

affordability challenges 

Costs have risen
The Indicative Package exceeds    

the agreed funding envelope 

City Streets
Walk/bike/bus priority package 

has strong benefits common to all 

possible programmes
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Mass rapid transit
2nd public transport spine Not just     

about access to airport. Must enable 

more housing and drive mode shift
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Mass rapid transit for Wellington

• Our City Streets programme will improve the performance of the bus network 

throughout Wellington

• However, further investment will be needed to deliver capacity and service reliability for 

the growing population 

• Mass rapid transit for Wellington is being designed to provide a step-change in public 

transport aligned with planned urban development

• Mass rapid transit will be street-based, running on the existing road network and will 

extend the reach of the rail network



Mass rapid transit

What services will mass rapid transit provide?

• High capacity vehicles: Can carry 100 to 300 people.

• Frequent: Operates every 10 minutes, and every 4 - 5 minutes in the peak. From early morning 

to late at night, seven days a week.

• Convenient: Provides fast access to key destinations, and locations to transfer to other 

services (e.g. railway station).

• Reliable: Journeys that are predictable and not held up by traffic through the busiest parts of 

the city.

• Comfortable: A quiet and smooth ride in a modern electric vehicle with lots of 

space. Accessible – easy to get on and off with level boarding.

• Safe: You feel safer when you are on it, waiting for it, and getting on and off.



Mass rapid transit

What facilities will mass transit bring?

• Dedicated lanes: 

o In the congested inner city and suburbs

o Mass rapid transit vehicles don’t get held up in traffic 

• High-quality mass rapid transit stops: 

o Accessible shelters designed for Wellington conditions

o Off-board ticketing, lighting, travel information

o Transport hubs for other modes (cycling, scooters, ride share etc)

• Street improvements: 

o Renewal from property boundary to property boundary 

o Provides opportunities for better footpaths, cycleways, public amenities, seating, environmental 

design, mana whenua values, trees and planting, renewed utilities, wayfinding



Mass rapid transit options – bus rapid transit

Key features

• Electric articulated bus

• Rubber wheels (quieter)

• 100 - 120 passengers per vehicle

• Hourly capacity up to 1,500 – 2,000 people per route

• Can combine multiple routes and easily extended

• Faster and more flexible implementation

• Can be staged to manage construction disruption

• Operational flexibility

• Good opportunity to enable urban development

example: Pau Febus, France

Photo credits: 

Top: Google Streetview

Bottom: Jérémy P, under CC BY-SA 4.0 

(cropped)



Mass rapid transit options – light rail

Key features

• Modern electric streetcars on rails

• Steel wheels on steel tracks (noisier)

• Different sizes to suit the demand (23m to 43m long)

• 120 - 300 passengers (depends on tram size)

• Hourly capacity suited to 1,500 – 4,500 customers

• Slower and more challenging implementation

• Construction time up to 5 years (entire corridor)

• Greatest opportunity to enable urban development

example: Newcastle Light Rail

Photo credits: 

Top: Aurecon

Bottom: MDRX under CC BY-SA 4.0 



Urban development

• Wellington is experiencing significant 

housing shortages now and there is forecast 

growth of 50-80,000 people in the next 30 

years.

• Enabling urban development is integral to the 

LGWM programme meeting its role in 

city transformation, by creating efficient 

transport next to where people will live.

• Ministers of transport and housing support 

LGWM accelerating engagement with Kāinga

Ora and Ministry of Housing and Urban 

Development on options to achieve this.  



A catalyst to support Wellington’s growth

• Enabling higher density development with a lower environmental footprint 

• Making it easier for a growing population to get around and connect with regional rail and the 

wider bus network

• Providing significant economic stimulus for the central city.

More housing close to mass rapid transit:

• Eases pressure on the transport system

• Reduces emissions

• Encourages more physical activity and improves health and wellbeing. 

Mass rapid transit and urban development

Investment in high-

quality mass rapid 

transit and street 

renewal

More attractive for 

people to live and 

work near mass 

rapid transit stops

Encourages 

investment near 

stations in higher-

density housing

More housing in 

compact, 

connected, walkable  

communities



Opportunity and aspiration – urban scale and form

Private 
vehicle

Bus Light rail Light 
metro

Light 
metro plus

Graphic: 
Courtesy 
Auckland 
Light Rail

Bus rapid 
transit

WELLINGTON CONTEXT



Guest speaker

Keith C. Hall

BA and MSc (University of Texas Austin)

Urban Design Certificate (Simon Fraser University, Vancouver)

• Primary interest: building accessible communities around active, shared, and public transport.

• Expertise: public transport service, infrastructure planning, design for accessible and livable cities, 

rail route planning, environmental and land use impacts, project permitting, land acquisition, design 

management, and construction management, bus and LRT programs, in Canada, the United States, 

NZ and Australia.



THE NOVEMBER PUBLIC 
ENGAGEMENT



Public engagement on the transformational programme

Summary

Engagement period (subject to approvals)

Starts early November for six weeks, alongside WCC district plan and cycle network engagements.

Purpose of the public engagement

To check our technical assumptions with the community and gather feedback on the MRT/SHI 

options to help our partners agree on a preferred programme for detailed investigation.

What decisions people can influence

• Mass rapid transit route and mode

• Range of Basin Reserve and Mt Victoria Tunnel options

What we will provide

High-level information on options for mass rapid transit and strategic highway improvements 

(MRT/SHI) (e.g. lines on a map, limited details, no property impacts) and information on travel 

demand management (TDM).

} To be taken forward for detailed investigation



The upcoming engagement

High-level affordable options for MRT/SHI

We’ll present high-level programme options that are within our partners’ agreed funding envelope:

The engagement:

• Reflect that our objectives have changed with more emphasis on mode shift and carbon 

emissions.

• About which elements should be included in the programme NOT what the details of the 

individual elements should be. Details of the individual elements will be considered in the next 

stage (the Detailed Business Case).

• Inform decisions on the Indicative Business Case for MRT/SHI so that we can move to 

detailed business case investigations. We are seeking qualitative public feedback on the 

options to inform the decision-making process.

• Not a vote. We want feedback from people on all options, not just the option they prefer.



The upcoming engagement

Mass rapid transit

The largest and most significant element:

• Transformational project with potential to enable 

urban development in a large part of the city.

• Key to tackling transport challenges, supporting 

mode shift, more housing, reducing emissions.

We will present:

• Potential corridors 

• Type of vehicles that could use these

We need to make decisions about mass rapid 

transit in order to inform the options at the Basin 

Reserve and an extra Mt Victoria Tunnel

Basin Reserve and Mt 

Victoria Tunnel

• Strategic role of Basin Reserve and 

Mt Victoria tunnel to support mode 

shift, and regional connections to 

hospital and east/airport. 

• Some information to help people 

understand the kinds of changes 

that would be needed (e.g. traffic 

and public transport movements).

• Further engagement during 

detailed business investigation with 

more detail on options.



The upcoming engagement

• Want to have conversations 

with people who live, work, or 

visit areas near the elements in 

the engagement options.

• Encourage everyone to provide 

feedback on the options.

• We will work to keep people 

informed going forward.

• Multiple options are still on the table – no decisions have 

been made and impacts on properties are unclear at this 

point.

• It will be some time before we can confirm property 

impacts.

• During the engagement we will:

o Have conversations with property owners near the Basin 

Reserve

o Send a postcard to all people living within walking 

distance of potential mass rapid transit routes 

encouraging them to participate in the engagement

Information for property owners and residents



The upcoming engagement

Opportunities to get involved

• Planning a series engagement events during 

the public engagement so the public and 

stakeholder groups can learn more about the 

programme options and provide feedback.

• Mindful of COVID alert levels and the 

possibility for change. Planning webinars 

alongside the public events.

• The engagement and events will be promoted 

through advertising, on www.lgwm.nz, through 

social media and email newsletters.

• Watch this space!

http://www.lgwm.nz/


QUESTIONS?




